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$NP$-hard in general [GT95a]

but: nice characterization [DBT88],[K87]

$\Rightarrow NP$-complete [GT95b]
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Special cases in $P$:

- single source, single sink [DBT88]

Checking Upward Planarity

Special cases in $P$:

- fixed embedding [BDB91]

$\Rightarrow$ maximal planar graphs

Always possible, but might need large grid [DBTT92]
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Upward Planar Orientations

Maximal planar: some graphs with $O(2^n)$ orientations

[FGW13] and some graphs with $\Omega(2.5^n)$ orientations

Rest: open
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[FKPTW13] some classes in $P$

Open: mixed but fixed $\phi$?

- mixed $\rightarrow$ in $P$

+ quasi $\rightarrow$ NP-hard [BDP14]

